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The purpose of this investigation is to examine firsr-, second-,

1

and rhirdgrade children's performance on selected °poll addition and sub-

tractioil sentences presented in verbal and symhol_ie formars. Specific

asrlecta of the children's performance which this investigation will focus

on will be discussed in detail as the rationale is developed,

PmeRcrrouhd Pnd Rntionalo

TaOle 1 provides the reader with the itemjTiodois considered in this

4
invetisation along with some specific examples of some of the items pre-

salted ,to the subjects.
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Tnble 1

Symbolic Item Models

A2_ 51

+ 8

+ = 5

a - b

7 -

6 - 9 ---

-bal Poriiiat Examples

52

a- c

6-

3 7

Al. Susan has 4 pennies. Her mother gave her some more pennies. Now

Susan has 7 pennies. How many pennies did her mother give Susan?

Note: Similar verbal examples can he constructed F-rom the other three

iternmodels.

Several observations should be made at this point eoncerni.vg the information

presented in Table 1. To begin with, all of the o<amples can be solved

using the subtraction operation or a subtractive proccs. 5 such as countinR



hack. This does not loon that n Nubleet mill employ a soluti_ method of

this type, but slmplv could do 5410 if desired. Some of the data collected

will relate to the solution method 00M10 the vat- ous iteos esanted

to a subiect. As can also he note(l, sc?rne of the elamplos appearing in Table

1 were constructed so that rrio 0?t0ole solution existe d. Ij Maniples cof

the r- aining tlwo addition and Fiubtracti.n item uodels, a + h = arid

h " c, cannot- he corn tru ctud o that a whole number solAtIon

exist.

Children's pertonan

intoresI

till similar to those in Table 1 i5 of

several reasons. a ec d e of the 1970's has meant

rt

profound changes iii the thinking: of some mathematics educators .18 tthe hacItL

their

influence. One of the difi ceA in the elementary school !lathe atics

curriculum of the 1.970's and the 1960's is the popularity of the --ing

to basics movement and the ninimal competency me lent have inc

addend models,

models were

c. In the modern rilitA eta, these

opula ly neen as 0 means of introducing the ope:r tionoperation of b

ction. The question should then he ra s ed as tO -bethe'r child `en see

these items a olving ubtra ion. Tf children must be trained to

see the relationsh e7dsting with out ion, perhaps there is a better way

to introduce subtraction. The first- and secondgrade children to be

inter i -ed in this investigation 'Ali have had little ins

with all examples except for olio,.

The second ect of this invest -tio-o which will receive mohasis

children's perforrnanec on thonc items constructed so that no whole number

t onexists. Typically, when the ion of Subtraction first in

du d, children are. simply and rotel.y told that one `'always suhtr. .cts the

smaller number fr6m the larger number.'' Comoidering the absent



meaningful instruction, it is not surprising that clti.ldren forget this sta

Meat and invent the_ rn procedures to handle test items, or generalize

that these items are solved

number solution. One of

whether young children are aw re of the importan

the same caav as similar items having a whole

,stions raised in this investigation is

numbers ap pearing a subtraction example.

the order of the

eneral, if a child trea

an example such as 6 - 9 = in the same way s/he treats the commuted

version of this e-linmple, then the child will he judged to be Ana ware of the

pnportlnce of the of

same_ as

the numbers. ,Please mote that this is not t

ting, that the child believes subtraction to he a commutative

operation. Based rn on investigation of children's ability to detect

items with whole n

child-

tat vi,ty of addition." Although the investigation- reported in this menu-

-n ma

her solution,

ri

y overgeneralize,to

ver (1972)

btraction'thei

coniect ed that many

knowledge of the co

script will- uppo r refute Weaver's conjecture, it will take an

intermediate step in de

order in a canon

ining children's a

1 subtraction open sentence,.

Resea_ch Deflan acid_ F cednre

ene s of the importance of

e subjects interviewed in this pilot investigation were 16 children

at each of the first -, second- and third- grade levels. Eight fi -gr der,

children responded to an inventory similar to the one in Appendix 1 and

eight subjects p-nded to a verbal inventory similar to the one in

Appendix 2. Eight second-grade children and eight third-grade children

responded to a symbolic inventory similar to the one in Appendix 3 with

the remaining second- and third-grade children responding to a verbal

inventory similar t the one in Appendix 4. All chiAdret'interviewed in

investigation were randomly selected from all first-, second- and



third-grade children who returned parental permission slips. The total

number of children attending the school in nuestion is approximately 140.

The Inventories

For both the verbal and symbolic formats, three first-grade inventories

and three upper-grade inventories were constructed. each inventory,

elected from designated pools with the order of the items

randomly rearranged for each invent

first item on each inventory was rene1

The only exception was that the

have a whole number solution.

The one7digit item pool consisted of basic addition facts having a

sum between five and 11 and non-zero addends. = 9 is one example

while 2 1= 3 = 5 and 6 5 = 11 are non-examples. After an item was__selected,

it was modified to fit the model in question using established procedures

and the desirability or non-desirability of having a whole number soluti

Hence, 4. 7 9 could be modified to become 9 - = 2, if desAred.

The two-digit item pool consisted of examples modeled by a 4- b

where a, b, and c represent two -digit numbers. Furthermore, items such as

29 14 =, 43, in which regrouping might be necessary were excluded. hence,

only i such as 2a 22 --- 45 were included. These items were then modi-

fled in e way as the one-digit items.

The Intervie

Each child was individually interviewed. The child's name and teacher

were obtained and then the child was introduced to an 'Oscar the Grouch'

doll and invited to help Osca work some number puzzles. The child then

worked through a simple addition puzzle in either s bolic or verbal con-

t. For example, if'a symbolic inventory eras to-be administered, the

example 3 5 Ai presented. 'The task was to, first determineif a

number was hiding behind the black box, and if to determine which one

it was Tn the initial directions, the child was warned that Some number



puzzles might be new. The child was then told if s/he believed that no

number was hiding behind the black box, or if s/he could not solve the

puzzle, to simply'sav so. This latter statement was reread to the child

after every fourth item.

Any statement concerning the ridings or results or-this investigation

must be tempered with the reminder that this study was exploratory in

nature and employed a small sample size However, some data will be presented

not for the purposes E making a conclusive Lrgument, but to en

further work In this area. Some research questions will nc0- be stated along

with the preliminary indications as to how these questions will ultimately

be answered. 1: The teachers of the children interviewed used a mathematics

series which did not begin instruction ssing addend models until

grade th- -e. The teachers stated that it was their belief that children

would readily learn how to handle these items if the children received a

solid foundation in straightfo rward addition and subtraction situations,

i.e., a b qnd a h Ofven the lack of instruction in this area,

how successful were children in solving the missing addend and missing

subtrahend items?

Table 2 contains the raw data relating to children's success on inventory

items, if the reader focuses on the cells relating to the onedigit symbo

lic items Al, AZ and 52 (those missing addend or subtrahend items with a whole

number solution), it can be seen that for all grade levels, at least 75%

of the children reponded correctly.

Table Z

ad- One

Item Models (One digit Number Items
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Al A1N* A2 A2N* 91 S1N* 92 S2N*

The number in a giv
responded correctly

Al AiN A2

cell indicates the number of children
out of 9 possible) to a given item.

Grade Two

item Models

Si S1N Al AlN A2 A2N Si SiN S2 S2N

de Three

Item Models

Al Algid A2 A2N Si SiN 92 S2N Al AIN A2 A2N S1 S1N S2

*In all cases, 'NI refers to a no w ole number solution item.

the two-digit svmboli_ items, the situation is different. The children

were relatively --ssful only on the missing, subtrahend items. one possible

explanation for the lack of success was that children most freciuently attempted

solve the,e items mentally.

For the verbal items Ai, A2, and S2, first-grade children were success-

ful approximately 50% of the time. For the items Al and A2, childr did

t transform equations and use a subtractive process. Perhaps some in In -

tion in this area would improve results. However, on all verbal items,

children made modeling errors, Hence, if better results are desired, perhaps

a simpler solution would be to give .children more contact with verbal items

and some instruction concerning modeling. However; by grade two, children

were successful in responding to one-digit itE



This question concerns childre areness of the importance of the

7

order of the numbers in a straightforward subtraction item. For this inves-

tigation, a child was coded to be unaware of the importance of ordef of the

numbers in a subtraction sentence, if the child gave one of the following

t justifications for his /her response to an item such as 1 - 9 3.

(1) 'It'S the s - 6

(2) 3 -I- 6 = 9.'

(3) If the child onicklv and .seminglyrotelv recalled '3'.

A child whose response wts ,n1 '15' (for the item above) was judged to be

aware that order mattered. As can ho seed, in Table many children responded

by stating that no whole number was hiding behind the black box which is

perhaps the best that can be expected from young children. For this reason,

this response is .coded as being 'correct'. The research question is simply

whether children are aware of the importance of the order of the numbers in

a subtraction sentence.

' The data pertaining to this question is presented in Table If

these findings hold in a more extensive investigation, I believe the con-

clusiOn should be that the situation is unsatisfactory. Unawareness of the

importance of order may be for the child, a step in the direction towards

generalizing that subtraction is a commutative operation. Further research

in this area is necessary. For the classroom teacher, most likely it is the

case that instruction concerning the commutativity of addition, or the order

the 'number 'in an Addition Sentence, should be accompanied by instruction

concerning the different situation in subtraction.



Table

Awareness of the Importance of Order
in a Canonical Subtraction Sentence:

One

2

ade Level

Two

5

Th

The figures represent the number of children at each level who seemed
unaware of the importance of order.

Justifications: Given 4 - 6
behind the black box?

'do you know that '2' is hiding

Two S's: Because .2 4 = 6

Two S's: Because 4 6 = 6 - 4

SixS's: Because 4 6 = 2

Based on this and cvious piloting, the areas focused

merit future empirical; attention.

10

n in this paper
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A One-di _ Symbolic Inventory

Al: 2 ± - 6 A1N: 9

A?: 4 8 A2N: 1-

Sl: 10 - 1 S1N: 3

10 - = 6 S2N:

Appendix

9 = 3

A One-digit Verbal Inventory

Al: Susan has 4 pennies. Her mother gave her some more pennies and, now
she has 10 pennies. How many pennies did her mother give her

AlNt Bob has 9 books. His teacher gave him some more books and now he has
2 books. How many books did Bob's teacher give him?

A2: There are some cookies in the jar. Sara put 3 more cookies in the jar
and now .there are S cookies in the jar. How many cookies were in the
jar to start with?

A2N: Some people are on the train. 10 more people got on the train and now
there are 7 people on the train. How many people were on the train
to ,start with?

S2: Bill has 9 marbles. He gave some marbles 'to Jill and now he has 7
marbles. How many marbles did he give to Jill?

S2N: Jan has 1 book. She gave some hooks to Tony and now she has 8 books.
How many books did she give to Tony`?

Sl: Sally had 10 frogs in a box. 9 frogs jumped, out of the box, How-

many frogs does Sally have left in the box?

Leroy had 4 pieces of candy. He gave 6 pieces to'Jenny. How many
pieces of candy does he have left.

12
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erjliic 3

Al: 22 - 43

A Two-digit Synbolic Inventor *

AIN: 58 + ® 34

. 11,2: 4-- 41 - 62 A2N: ® + 38 © 17

62.- 41 = S1N: 47 69 =

S2: 49 - = 27 S2N: 32 = 56

Secoild- and third -grade children also responded to a one-digit
invevtoryand thus, responded to 16 Items.
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A Two-digit Verbal~ Inventory*

Al: Sae has 57 stamps. Be bought some more stamps. Now .loo= has 69

stamvs. How many stamps did Joe huv?

AIN: There aie 65 people on the airplane. Some more pedple got ea. hroq

theme are 53 people on the airplane. How many people got Ott?

A2: Some books are on a shelf. Bess put 63 more b ols on the slelf.
there are 87 books on the sbelf. flow many books were on the shelf_

to start with?

A2N: Some children were Lce skating. 53 more children joined therm. Kola

thereare 31 children ice- skating. How many children were ioe-slcae-

ingt start with?

-Si: pmre are 29 cans of-paint in the store. 13 cans were sold., How

/many cans of paint are left in the store?

SIN: Wally has 36 pennies, le spent 58 pennies to buy some
many pennies does Wally have,left?

S2: There are 67 shialls in a boy Some shells were taken out, Ncw tl

are n2 shells in the box.egliow many shells were taken out of

S2N: Ilhere are 42 people on the bus. Some people g

55 people on the.bus, How many people got off

ox?

off, Now there are
be bus?

*Again, children responded to a one-digit verbal invent ry..


